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Grantors who are leery about passing their hard-earned wealth to heirs with relaxed 
lifestyles and spending habits may find incentive trusts to be useful. Uncertain about 
the future behavior of their heirs, wealthy families can use incentive trusts to motivate 
beneficiaries to act in a particular way to earn future benefits.   
 
Incentive trusts are irrevocable grants of money to your heirs and can be created using 
insurance trusts, living trusts, credit shelter trusts and dynasty trusts. Perhaps from a 
desire to control their assets and to inspire their heirs to be responsible, some grantors 
create extensive provisions within the trust by specifying that the heir be employed, 
educated, married, starting a business or be free of drug or gambling habits to qualify 
for distributions.    
 
Some common examples of incentive trusts include: 
    
� Direct payment incentive trusts. The grantor plans to pay for certain bills directly, 

such as health insurance, mortgage, rent and/or tuition rather than providing cash. 
One drawback is the beneficiary might not learn money management.   

� Education incentive trusts. Encourages a beneficiary to attend college, maintain a 
particular grade point average and graduate within a specific time period. In 
exchange, the trust pays for tuition, books, transportation and living expenses. This 
seems reasonable, but heirs could choose a less challenging course of study to 
guarantee success rather than pursuing their real interests.    

� Entrepreneur incentive trusts. Provides venture capital for projects that meet 
established criteria. Because not everyone has the ability or interest in developing 
their own business, this might lead to an unintended and uneven distribution of 
wealth among your heirs.   

Any restriction can be built into a trust as long as the restriction is not illegal. For 
example, you cannot specify that your heir marry a person of a particular race or 
divorce a current spouse to qualify for the trust.   
 
 
 
 
 



Granting Broad Authority   
If you decide to create an incentive trust, think carefully about what you are trying to 
accomplish with trust parameters—then build flexibility into the trust. Your financial 
planner can help you determine how to balance your desires against the needs and 
wants of your heirs, so that the trust fund motivates them, rather than spoils or restricts 
them.   
 
If set up properly, incentive trusts can support the grantor’s philosophy and values 
while meeting the unknown future needs of the heirs. Trusts are often set up years in 
advance; if the plan is too specific, it becomes restrictive and counterproductive because 
heirs cannot get the support they need. Setting up a trust with a mission statement that 
expounds on your philosophy and values may be more effective than a trust driven by 
meeting specific provisions.   
 
Incentive trusts commonly reward productive behavior with an income-matching grant. 
If the trust matches an earned salary using a particular formula, a grantor may 
inadvertently reward high-paying professions and influence the career choices of the 
heirs.  
 
For example, someone planning to be a teacher might abandon a passion to educate 
others to become a stockbroker with higher earning power. In this case, a teacher and a 
stockbroker are equally productive members of society, but the disparity in income is 
enormous. The grantor should consider expressing his or her general philosophy within 
the trust—such as the desire for heirs to be productive members of society—while 
granting broad authority to trustees. The trustee can then operate within the spirit of 
the trust, equally awarding the stockbroker and teacher assets from the trust.    
 

Selecting a Trustee  
 The most important part of establishing an incentive trust is selecting your trustee. The 
trustee should be someone skilled in trust administration who supports your 
philosophy and values. If you select a friend, it is a good idea to also choose a 
professional co-trustee to help administer the trust.   
 
If the size of your trust is more than $10 million, you might be better served by a trust 
committee that meets outlined parameters, such as the number of members and their 
professions. You should also include provisions for removing a trustee and a succession 
plan for managing the trust across decades.    
 
Holding a family meeting that includes your heirs, financial planners, trustee and 
lawyer is a great forum to discuss your intentions and legacy. It’s important for your 
heirs to understand your philosophy, values and goals as it relates to their inheritance. 
Discussing your thoughts about trust funds and soliciting input from your heirs can 
help minimize misunderstandings and help your heirs plan for their futures.  


